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Ticket to the Emergency Accommodation
Between Kårservice and

Name

Date of birth or university p-nr

E-mail

Phone

a.k.a the guest, the following agreement has been reached:
The guest is entitled use of the emergency accommodation in accordance with
the times and dates on bought ticket, within the extent of this document.
Sleeping Tickets cost 100 SEK per night. When purchasing seven continuous nights,
tickets cost a total of 650 SEK. Purchased tickets are not resolved.
Tickets are bought in advance, during KOMBOs regular office hours.
Conditions of hire
● Any instructions issued by KOMBO staff must be followed.
● It is forbidden to smoke or consume alcohol both in the apartment and on the
balcony.
● It is forbidden to have a party in the apartment.
● Used china (plates, cups, saucers, etc.) should be washed immediately after
use.
● The emergency accommodation must be completely vacated at between 9
and 17 o clock.
● Guests staying in the emergency accommodation are responsible for letting
each other into the apartment during the evening/night. Never let anyone in,
who does not have a valid ticket with today's date stamped on.
● Verification of valid ticket may be made during evening/night by KOMBO staff
or Securitas guards. Absence of a valid ticket is equated with trespassing,
resulting in a police report and immediate eviction.
● When moving out, the mattress and adjacent area is to be restored to the
condition it was when the guest moved in. Personal belongings are to be
removed from the emergency accommodation.
● This document is to be seen as a translation of the original Swedish contract.
The Swedish original has precedence over this translation. In case of dispute,
Kårservice judging takes precedence.
Place
Linköping
Signature guest
Address
Kårservice
Kårallen, Universitetet
58183 Linköping

Date
Printed name of guest
Telephone
+4613-28 28 05

Webpage
www.bostad.karservice.se

E-mail
bostad@karservice.se
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Additional Information
It‘s possible to borrow one of four keys to the emergency accommodations, against a
deposit of 500 SEK. Keys are obtained at the office and the person who signed for
the key is personally liable for its whereabouts. Missing key is charged with SEK
1500, including your deposition.
However, there are only a few keys to be used. Those who sleep in the emergency
accommodation but don’t have a key, must therefore contact students with keys to be
admitted into the apartment. Phone lists of these students are available at the
KOMBO office and in the emergency accommodation. Students who have obtained
the key are required to let other guests in at an agreed time, on production of valid
ticket.
The emergency accommodations are 2-3-room apartments equipped with a simple
kitchen with fridge, freezer and a microwave. The bathroom facilities may vary. The
apartment also offers a basic range of supplies, tableware, glassware and cutlery, air
mattresses and a kitchen table with chairs. Please contact KOMBO if supplies are
about to end. The same goes if anything in the apartment would break.
If you are planning to stay several nights in the emergency accommodation, you
should know that luggage is left in the room at your own risk. KOMBO does not take
any responsibility for private objects contained in the emergency accommodation.
Please note that we unfortunately can't guarantee that you will be able to stay in the
same apartment during your entire stay with us. We do however try to accommodate
you in the same apartment if at all possible.
Usually, you do not have to use the emergency accommodation for long.
We are happy to answer your questions at the office or on the phone +4613-28 28 05
and email bostad@karservice.se. Don’t forget to book additional nights in the
emergency accommodation through the KOMBO office, if you should need them.
Good luck with your apartment hunting and welcome to Linköping University.
/ Annika, Linda, Lisa, Lorena and Cecilia
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